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C/O AMW, Plot No. 6 & 7, Opposite ONGC Office,
Next to Toyota Showroom, Bhatpor, GIDC, Hazira Surat Road, Surat
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CENTRE OF
ACTIVITY

OPERATING
HISTORY

Seros Logistics has been recognized as a one-stop solution to

Seros Logistics provides support to heavy equipment industrial

multi-modal logistical services. With an array of operations

enterprises so that they can entirely focus on manufacturing and

expertise including road, rail, coastal and in-plant logistics,

retailing. It provides complete in-plant equipment management

our goal is to simplify end-to-end logistical needs.

for infra-structure companies as well.

Being a premier B2B services provider, our goal is to simplify
end-to-end logistical requirements across India including

It provides a wide range of services that target the entire supply

road, rail, coastal and in-plant operations. Our prospective

chain and fosters a sustainable network with its end-to-end

clients revolve around companies that want to move large vol-

logistics solutions. The team consists of experienced

umes of cargo over long distances through multi-modal ser-

professionals who are experts in planning and streamlining

vices.

logistics in diversified business environments.

Apart from imparting logistics solutions, we present in-plant

Seros has handled the following major categories of products:

solutions to infra sectors to steel, power, coal and related cor-

 Bulk Cargo: Coal, Coal Fines, Pellets, Met Coke,

porations. Moreover, we also offer multi-disciplinary heavy

Dolomite and Limestone

equipment on rent to major manufacturing industries. As the



Finished Steel Products: Hot-rolled coils and slabs

logistics industry prepares itself for rapid expansion and



Export shipment of slag and pellets

growth capitalization, Seros aims to make a mark in third-par-



Entire Hot DRI Movements

ty logistics on a Pan-India level.



Project-related cargo
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VISION &
MISSION
We work with a vision to impart growth in every sector we
operate, yet emphasize on integrity. Our team works with a
customer-centric policy to build long-lasting relationships
with our clients.

Last but not the least; our mission is to combine expertise
with intelligent solutions to create value propositions for our
clients.
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CENTRE OF
ACTIVITY

We pioneer in transporting steel cargo by Rail with a decade
of extensive experience, with dedicated vehicles deployed for

SURFACE LOGISTICS

cargo movement with siding for our outward dispatches
across India. In the FY-18/19, we have contributed to a

Road Logistics

cost-effective and environment-friendly transportation mode.
Our prompt destination sidings have enabled us to customize

We dispatch approximately 550-600 vehicles dailywith a

our services & develop new destination rail sidings across

round-the-clock work force for vehicle placement, loading
yard,

documentation

&

post-dispatch

India according to customer & geographical requirements.

coordination.Our

Also,

dedicated loading yard has a cargo storage capacity of

we

have

exported

cargo

to

Nepal

by

rail

(operationalized 3 different rail sidings) for the timely

approx. 85,000 MT (Coils & Plates) including a covered shed

delivery of cargo at the customer site.

for warehousing cold rolled coils

1.2

DISPATCHED, WHICH REMAINS
MILLION MT THE HIGHEST IN OUR RECORDS

We covered all
roads of India

steel

DESTINATION SIDINGS
15 ACTIVE
FOR ONWARD CARGO DISPATCH

3.5

MILLION MT DISPATCHED OF
MILLION MT OUTBOUND STEEL CARGO BY RAIL

3.28 MT

3.28 MT

Dispatched, which
remains highest in
our records

Fastest turn around
time for delivery

30,000 MT
13

DESTINATION SIDINGS
FOR CRITICAL CARGO
& LAST-LEG DISPATCHES

OF COATED PIPES
DISPATCHED IN EAST
& CENTRAL BELTS
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SERVICES

Rail Logistics

SEA LOGISTICS
At Seros Logistics, we describe ourselves as a fleet-owning
company with its registered office in Hazira, Surat. Armed
with expertise in coastal shipping and cargo export, we
provide logistics solutions through multi-modal routes. The
barge & anchor handling tug serves the Indian offshore
industry with the Offshore EPC companies by executing
ONGC Projects. We practice a proven track record in safety

6

LIQUID STEEL
PRODUCED WITH NO EXTRA
MILLION MT EXPENDITURE IN CAPEX.

and environmental practices and own a full-fledged dry dock
and repair facility at Hazira.

LESS THAN

Seros Shipping Pvt Ltd has a collaborative arrangement with
M/s Equiptrans Logistics Pvt Ltd (ELPL) for efficient asset
management.

2 LAKH

LAKH MT OF FINISHED STEEL CARGO
TRANSPORTED EVERY MONTH

EXPERT
ENGINEERS
50 STORE

10%

EXPENDITURE
FOR SPARES

350 MT

CRANE GIRDER MOVED
VIA BARGE BY DEPLOYING
600MT CRANE.

200

PAX ACCOMMODATION
BARGE AND AHT
COMBINATION

HEAVY EQUIPMENT LOGISTICS
As a Heavy Equipment Division (HED) provider, Seros Logistics undertakes complete operation and maintenance of
heavy equipment with capital maintenance. We manage
equipment operation staff to 500+ multidisciplinary equipment working for steel, power, shipping, and other expansion
projects.We provide complete slag pit management and hot
metal operation management for our vehicles. The value addition has been done on slag by adopting procedures to recycle
and use it back in the plant through metal separation & land
reclamation. We engage in in-house fabrication of roll trailers
(like MAFI) for fast and economical means of transportation in
ports and industry. We rehabilitate our equipment after they

3.6
43

DIVERSIFIED FLEET
OWNED BY US

MMTPA LIGHTERAGE
OPERATIONS HANDLED
ON THE INDIAN COAST

cross a certain period and purchase new equipment at more
than 40% of the actual cost.
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4

AUXILIARY WORKSHOPS AT
SMP1, SMP2, HBI AND HMM AT
OUR HAZIRA DOCK FACIITY

been done on slag by adopting procedures to recycle and use
it back in the plant through metal separation & land
reclamation. We engage in in-house fabrication of roll trailers

HERE FOR
THE FUTURE

(like MAFI) for fast and economical means of transportation in
ports and industry. We rehabilitate our equipment after they
cross a certain period and purchase new equipment at more
than 40% of the actual cost.

OUR FLEET
Asset allocation is crucial to any business and it should consider all the factors that influence investment risk. Whereas an

Technology has made an impact in every sector of our life, and

incorrect mix of assets could lead to failure, Seros incorpo-

logistics is no different. We have established a set of IT-en-

rates a healthy combination of the same targeted at value

abledtechniques for efficient management, which long sur-

maximization by capitalizing the current market conditions

passes the traditional methods that we have always known.

and effectively deploying its assets.

For example, we have a Logistics Information System de-

Following are the key highlights of the assets managed by

signed to optimize user experience in tracking delivery orders,

Seros:

and measuring performance about speed of plant evacuation,
FIFO loading, expediting on GIT and keeping customers updated on the delivery. A Digital Tracking System tracks and
records

material

movement

through

its

intra-plant

and

inter-carting capabilities. The in-house transport management
system is fully equipped with a parking module, security
module and logistics module with designated various tasks to
reduce the turnaround time in vehicles and aid in quick transactions.Our operator database system captures the operators’
fingerprint, photograph and personal details of those who
report to the goods loading system. The system records the
operators’ safety violation, training and other medical details,
which is screened at the entry point itself.
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GROUND ASSETS

14 Railway
wagons

4923 Trailer
Trucks

50 40-feet
trailers

38 50T Crawler
Cranes

4 40T Hydraulic
Cranes

10 33MT
Forklifts

2523 Tipper
Trucks

54 50-feet
trailers

SEA ASSETS:
3 Bulk Carriers (DWT 800)
8 Mini-Bulk Carriers (DWT 2000)
1 Accommodation Work Barge (200 POB Capacity)
12 Articulated Barges ((DWT 3000)
2 In-land Vessel Barges (DWT 1000)
1 Anchor Handling Tug (BP 40T, 3600 BHP)
2 Multi-utility Tug (BP 40T, 3550 BHP)
1 Harbour Tug (BP 61T, 4436 BHP)
6 Pusher Tugs (BP 22T, 2000 BHP)
5 Harbour Utility Tugs (BP 22T, 1600 BHP); (BP 10, 800 BHP)
2 Floating cranes (15,000T/Day)

Apart from the assets mentioned, Seros has 784 heavy-equipment resources on a long-term lease arrangement. These
assets have been fully overhauled under in-house and regular
maintenance, and are being undertaken considering the economic viability. Seros Logistics is solely responsible for operating and managing the aforementioned equipment.

OUR PRESENCE
Seros Logistics currently caters to all the major ports in Western Coast of India with a seamless blend of expertise and
experience in logistics, shipping and other related operating
domains. We are engaged in road, rail and sea cargo movement ensuring timely yet economical delivery.
We cater to the following ports:

KANDLA
HAZIRA

DHARAMTAR
MUMBAI
DIGHI
AGARDANDA

ENNORE
MANGALORE

COCHIN

